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About This Game

The official Monster Energy AMA Supercross Championship game is back!

Live like a champion with the updated career mode.
Take part in more activi 5d3b920ae0
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Requires a 64-bit processor and operating system
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Its a pile. Cant play custom tracks in public lobbies. -AI is horrible. If you put any kind of off angle landing, the AI wont jump
it. They'll come to a stop in the middle of the track. -no Transfers and the course boundaries need tweaked -Track editor is very
bare, it could be a lot better. -handling and physics aren't terrible but its completely overshadowed by its other flaws. -Nobody is
playing this game Biggest hit for me is the custom tracks in public lobbies. That's a 50% hit on the game in my eyes .
Unplayable trash.. Loving the game and the improvements. All around worth it, the career is very fun this time around. Id like to
start a multiplayer championship or join one =p. The tracks scale AWESOME and you can def pick different lines, its really
fun.. Great Game! Took a little while to get used of the controls, but I love the game.. Beautiful looking game, physics are
enjoyable when you get used to them. Sounds are pretty good and tracks are made well. There are some bugs but I'm sure they
will be fixed in the coming weeks.. googoofgjkh. Easily the best MX game featuring Jeff Emig since Supercross 2000. In all
seriousness though 250's are way too easy but damn when you move up to 450's it's a whole new level which I'm so glad for.
Every Milestone game to this point has been too easy for me on Realistic not this though I just raced Houston and did a 22 lap
main event while I watched Anderson pull .1-.2 seconds a lap on me and I was on it the whole time I'm struggling to write this
with how sore my fingers are. The currency inflation is too high.. The Best MX games nowadays! Worth buying.
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